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VIKING HOODS
VIKING NAUTIC NEOPRENE HOOD

A standard neoprene hood permanently attached to the suit. A reflective
yellow Viking logo is placed on top of the head. Face seal of the hood is
made of soft smooth skin neoprene. The neckseal is mounted to the suit
directly under the hood.
Sizes: Medium and Large.

VIKING SMOOTH SKIN NEOPRENE HOOD

The entire hood is made out of soft smooth skin neoprene, i.e. no textile
surface. The hood is therefore very easy to decontaminate after exposure
to contaminants and definitely preferred compared to the Nautic hood for
diving in contaminated water. A good option to the even more protective
rubber hoods. The neckseal is mounted to the suit directly under the hood.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large and X-Large.

VIKING SEPARATE NEOPRENE HOOD

A reflective yellow Viking logo is placed on top of the head. Face seal of the
hood is made of soft smooth skin neoprene. The hood is easily tightened
with a Velcro® solution. Suit is equipped with neckseal only.
Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
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VIKING TURBO RUBBER HOOD

The Turbo rubber hood is made of the same rubber material as the rest of
the suit in order to give the same protection as the suit against chemicals
as well as puncture and abrasion damage. The Turbo hood is equipped
with a latex inner hood and neckseal creating an extra layer of insulating air
inside the rubber hood. Due to the size of the hood, a Velcro® strap is used
to position the faceseal accordingly.
The hood is available both in red and black.
Sizes: Medium, Large, X-Large.

VIKING MAGNUM RUBBER HOOD

The Magnum rubber hood is very similar to the Turbo hood and also made
of the same rubber material as the rest of the suit in order to give the
same protection as the suit against chemicals as well as puncture and
abrasion damage. The Magnum hood works as an ordinary hood where
the neckseal is glued between hood and suit. As the rubber hood lacks insulating capabilities, a thermal innerhood is recommended. Due to the size
of the hood, a Velcro® strap is used to position the faceseal accordingly.
The hood is available both in red and black.
VIKING MAGNUM FLEX RUBBER HOOD

Same as the above Magnum hood, but made in the flexible and stretchy
black Combat/ProTech fabric. Only available in black.
Sizes: Medium, Large, X-Large.

VIKING SURVEYOR LATEX HOOD

A standard latex hood permanently attached to the suit. The neckseal is
mounted to the suit directly under the hood.
Sizes: Small and Standard.
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